
 

 

This map shows three possible routes from Perpignan airport to us at Limbrassac. 
In Winter, it is a bit quicker, easier, but significantly further to take the upper route via Carcassonne.
In Summer, the A9 between Perpignan and Narbonne can be VERY busy so we recommend the lower dark 
blue 1h54 route. The following pages give details for each major section of this route.

Route to L’Enclos

Page 1 If you would like to follow the Carcassonne route, please ask us for our map from Narbonne



 

 

Leaving Perpignan airport
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Your route out of the airport depends on which car hire company you use, but eventually you will arrive at 
the marked roundabout. 
At the roundabout take the D117 signposted Quillan



 

 

Quillan
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As shown on page 1, follow the D117 through Maury, St Paul de Fenouillet, Caudies and into Quillan
BEWARE in Quillan. You stay on the D117 but it is a left turn at traffic lights and VERY EASY to carry 
straight on onto the D118 which takes you up to Limoux.

Left turn HERE



 

 

Quillan to Lavelanet
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Follow the D117 past Nebias, through Puivert and Belesta into Lavelanet. In the centre of Lavelanet turn 
right at the roundabout onto the D625 signposted Mirepoix.



 

 

1. The D625 is completely straight 
through various traffic lights and 
roundabouts until you pass through the 
village of Aigues Vives

2. After Aigues Vives turn left at the go 
karting circuit and follow the single 
track road past the karting and up the 
hill signposted Limbrassac

3. Follow the road to Limbrassac

Left at the go kart circuit...
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1. At the end of the road, you’ve arrived at Limbrassac. turn left.
2. Cross the stream and the road bends uphill
3. As the road bends back left, we are in front of you on the right, turn in through the black gates
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In the village
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